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Abstract
Therapeutic drug monitoring (TDM) is used to determine the concentration of

drug in plasma/serum to adjust the dose of the therapeutic drug. Selective and

sensitive analytical methods are used to determine drug and metabolite levels for

the successful application of TDM. The aim of the study was to develop and vali-

date using LC‐MS/MS to analyse quantitative assay of escitalopram (S‐CT) and

metabolites in human plasma samples. In order to provide a convenient and safe

treatment dose, it was aimed to determine the levels of S‐CT and its metabolites

in the patients’ plasma. A new method with short sample preparation and analysis

time was developed and validated using LC‐MS/MS to analyse quantitative assay

of S‐CT and its metabolites in plasma. Also, plasma samples of 30 patients using

20 mg S‐CT between the ages of 18 and 65 years were analysed by the validated

method. The mean values of S‐CT, demethyl escitalopram and didemethyl esci-

talopram in plasma of patients were 27.59, 85.52 and 44.30 ng/mL, respectively.

At the end of the analysis, the metabolic ratio of S‐CT and metabolites was calcu-

lated. It is considered that the method for the quantitative analysis of S‐CT and its

metabolites in human plasma samples may contribute to the literature on account

of its sensitive and easy application. Additionally, the use of our data by physi-

cians will contribute to the effective drug treatment for their patients who take

S‐CT.
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1 | INTRODUCTION

Escitalopram (S‐CT) is one of the serotonin reuptake
inhibitors for the treatment of major depressive episodes,
panic disorder with or without agoraphobia, social anxiety

disorder (social phobia), generalized anxiety disorder and
obsessive‐compulsive disorder.1-3 It is metabolized to
demethyl escitalopram (S‐DCT) by cytochrome P450 iso-
zymes CYP2C19, CYP2D6 and CYP3A4.4-6 A high level
of unchanged S‐CT is present in plasma. S‐DCT is metabo-
lized to didemethyl escitalopram (S‐DDCT) by CYP2D6.
Studies have shown that CYP3A4 enzyme activity is
slightly effective in the biotransformation of S‐CT.3,7,8 The
therapeutic drug range is 15‐80 ng/mL in plasma.9,10
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Therapeutic drug monitoring (TDM) is used to deter-
mine the concentration of drug in plasma or serum to
adjust the dose of therapeutic drug. Selective and sensitive
analytical methods are used to determine drug and metabo-
lite levels for the successful application of TDM.11-13 In
many studies, chromatographic techniques such as gas
chromatography (GC), high‐performance liquid chromatog-
raphy (HPLC) and liquid chromatography‐tandem mass
spectrometry (LC‐MS/MS) are preferred for many drugs.
The LC‐MS/MS method with a strong signal reception
capability and a high‐efficiency capacity has gained preva-
lence and priority in TDM studies.14-16 In this study, it was
aimed to develop and validate a new sensitive method with
short sample preparation and analysis time using LC‐MS/
MS to analyse S‐CT and its metabolite level in patients’
plasma samples. This new method could contribute to
quick and reliable determination of this drug and its
metabolites in plasma samples, which will provide physi-
cians with a convenient and safe dose for their patients.

2 | MATERIALS AND METHODS

2.1 | Chemicals and reagents

Escitalopram oxalate and desipramine hydrochloride (purity
>99, as internal standard) were purchased from Sigma
(Sigma‐Aldrich, St. Louis, Missouri, USA). Demethyl esci-
talopram hydrochloride and didemethyl escitalopram
hydrochloride were purchased from LGC standards (LGC
standards, Teddington, Middlesex, UK). Also, HPLC grade
methanol, HPLC grade acetonitrile, formic acid and ammo-
nium formate were purchased from Merck (Merck, Kenil-
worth, New Jersey, USA).

2.2 | LC‐MS/MS conditions

Agilent 6470 HP‐1200 LC series (USA) liquid chromatog-
raphy system was used for the analysis. ACE‐3 C 8 (3 μm,
3.0 mm 150 mm) column was used for analytical separa-
tion. The column temperature was 45°C. Mobile phase A
was 0.001 mol/L ammonium formate in water, and mobile
phase B is 0.001 mol/L ammonium formate in methanol:
acetonitrile (50:50 v/v). Gradient system conditions were as
follows: 50% mobile phase A for 2 minutes from 2.10 to
5 minutes, 10% mobile phase A from 5.10 to 8 minutes,
50% mobile phase A. Total analysis run time was 8 min-
utes at a flow rate of 0.5 mL/min.

Agilent 6470 triple quadrupole detector was used.
Quantitative analysis was carried out by multiple reaction
mode with an electrospray positive ionization (ES+).
Table 1 shows the parent ion, daughter ion, fragmentor
voltage, collision energy and retention time for each mole-
cule (analyte).

2.3 | Internal standard selection

Desipramine as IS was chosen in this study because its
physico‐chemical properties (especially pKa: 10.14, log P:
4.9) and ionization are similar to those of escitalopram
(pKa: 9.78, log P: 3.76). Also, desipramine is correct for
small amounts of variation within the analytical process
due to the fact that it has a strong signal (response) in mass
spectrum.

2.4 | Preparation of standard and quality
control samples (QCs)

Stock standard solutions were prepared by dissolving
12 mg of escitalopram oxalate, 1 mg of demethyl escitalo-
pram hydrochloride and 1 mg of didemethyl escitalopram
hydrochloride in methanol (cs-ct: 0.92, cs-dct: 0.89, cs-ddct:
0.89 mg/mL). Then, a diluted stock standard solution was
prepared by taking 200 μL of each stock standard solution,
diluting with methanol in a 50‐mL volumetric flask (cs-ct:
3.7, cs-dct: 3.6, cs-ddct: 3.6 μg/mL). The prepared solution
was labelled and stored at −20°C.

2.4.1 | Plasma

To prepare eight calibration standards and five quality con-
trol samples (QCs) for S‐CT, S‐DCT and S‐DDCT in
plasma (for QCs concentration see Table 2), the diluted
stock standard solution was spiked in different volumes to
the plasma. The calibration ranges for S‐CT, S‐DCT and S‐
DDCT in plasma were 5.9 to 441.8, 5.7 to 428.1 and 5.7
to 427.4 ng/mL, respectively.

2.5 | Sample preparation

2.5.1 | Plasma

One hundred microliter of internal standard desipramine
(IS) (c: 550 μg/mL) and 400 μL cold acetonitrile were
added to the 500 μL plasma sample, vortexed for 30 sec-
onds and centrifuged at 16 162 × g for 5 minutes. Five μL
was injected into the analytical system. The selectivity,
carry‐over, lower limit of quantification (LOQ), calibration
curve, accuracy and precision, matrix effect and stability
parameters have been studied in validation study according
to the guideline on bioanalytical method validation of
European Medicines Agency (EMA).17,18

2.6 | Application of method to psychiatric
patients

Plasma samples of 30 patients (ages between 18 and 65,
mean 39 years) taking 20 mg S‐CT were analysed by this
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validated method at Üsküdar University Clinical Pharmaco-
genetics Laboratory to determine S‐CT and its metabolites.
Approval of the Ethics Committee from Üsküdar Univer-
sity was obtained 5 June 2017 for the blood sampling part
of the work.

3 | RESULTS

3.1 | Analytical method validation

3.1.1 | Selectivity and carry‐over study

When the chromatograms of blank and LOQ concentrations
were compared, interference area at the retention time of
analytes (S‐CT, S‐DCT, S‐DDCT) in the blank samples was

found to be <20% of the peak area of the analytes in the
LOQ samples (Figures 1 and 2). In the same blank samples,
the IS peak area was found to be <5% of the peak area of IS
in the LOQ samples (Figure 2). Considering the selectivity
findings of the validated method, it has been observed that it
met the criteria in the related publications.17,19

For the carry‐over study, it was found that the area of
the interferences at the retention time of the analytes
(S‐CT, S‐DCT, S‐DDCT) in the injected blank sample after
the highest concentration calibration standard was found to
be <20% of the analyte peak area and 5% of the desipra-
mine internal standard area in the LOQ samples. It has
been observed that the analysis results met the carry‐over
criteria in the guideline on bioanalytical method validation
of EMA.17,19

TABLE 1 MRM condition for S‐CT, S‐DCT, S‐DDCT and desipramine (as IS) by LC‐MS/MS

Molecule
Parent ion
(m/z)

Daughter ion
(m/z)

Fragmentor voltage
(Volt)

Collision energy
(eV)

Retention time
(min) Polarity

S‐CT 325.1 109.10 140 30 2.6 ESI (+)

S‐DCT 311.2 109.1 140 30 2.6

S‐DDCT 297.0 109.10 120 30 2.6

Desipramine (as IS) 267 72 120 15 3.8

S‐CT, escitalopram; S‐DDCT, didemethyl escitalopram; S‐DCT, demethyl escitalopram.

TABLE 2 Calibration curve, intraday‐interday precision and accuracy data for S‐CT, S‐DCT and S‐DDCT

Matrix Molecule

Accuracy (%) and precision (% CV) for QCs

Calibration
range
(ng/mL) R2

LOQ
(ng/mL)

Nominal QC
concentration
(ng/mL) N

Intraday

N

InterdayDay 1 Day 2 Day 3
Accuracy/
precision

Accuracy/
precision

Accuracy/
precision

Accuracy/
precision

Plasma S‐CT 5. 9‐441.8 0.9916 5.9 5.9 6 101.1/3.5 96.7/3.0 102.3/3.7 18 100.1/4.1

0.9960 17.7 6 108.4/0.6 100.8/0.9 107.0/1.8 18 107.5/2.2

0.9963 220.9 6 100.7/0.8 100.2/0.7 107.2/2.2 18 101.9/4.2

353.5 6 92.0/1.4 96.4/1.9 97.3/1.2 18 93.3/3.3

441.8 6 93.6/5.7 99.9/1.8 92.4/0.7 18 91.9/3.7

S‐DCT 5.7‐428.1 0.9929 5.7 5.7 6 93.5/2.9 91.5/1.9 101.5/1.9 18 95.5/5.0

0.9944 17.1 6 109.3/4.2 102.1/1.8 105.4/3.6 18 107.9/3.7

0.9944 214.1 6 106.4/0.9 100.1/0.7 107.9/1.3 18 103.5/5.5

342.5 6 95.9/1.4 97.8/1.7 96.8/1.2 18 94.0/3.8

428.1 6 94.8/8.2 98.7/1.1 91.0/0.7 18 91.7/5.1

S‐DDCT 5.7‐427.4 0.9980 5.7 5.7 6 102.5/7.9 103.1/9.8 93.6/2.9 18 99.8/8.3

0.9969 17.1 6 93.7/4.8 105.2/5.6 100.5/5.1 18 95.4/5.5

0.9989 213.7 6 97.0/1.3 99.9/0.9 99.8/3.6 18 96.4/3.7

341.9 6 94.4/1.2 101.2/1.2 96.4/0.9 18 93.6/3.0

427.4 6 97.3/7.0 99.8/0.8 95.1/0.8 18 93.8/5.3

N, sample number; S‐CT, escitalopram; S‐DDCT, didemethyl escitalopram; S‐DCT, demethyl escitalopram.
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B

FIGURE 1 Overlap of MRM chromatograms of six blank plasma samples without internal standard and without analyte with MRM
chromatograms of analytes at LOQ concentration in plasma (A, S‐CT (m/z: 325.1 > 109.1), B, S‐DCT (m/z: 311.2 > 109.1))
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FIGURE 2 Overlap of MRM chromatograms of six blank plasma samples without internal standard and without analyte with MRM
chromatograms of analyte and desipramine at LOQ concentration in plasma (A, S‐DDCT (m/z: 297.0 > 109.1), B, Desipramine (m/z: 267 > 72))
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It is known that the lower limit of quantification (LOQ)
is the lowest concentration of analyte in a sample which
can be quantified reliably with an acceptable accuracy and
precision. LOQ was adapted to expected concentrations
and to the aim of the study. In our study, the analyte signal
of the LOQ sample was more than at least 5 times the sig-
nal of a blank plasma sample. The accurate and repro-
ducible LOQ that can be used for quantitative assay in
plasma for S‐CT, S‐DCT and S‐DDCT was found to be
5.9, 5.7 and 5.7 ng/mL, respectively. It has been observed
that the analysis results met the LOQ and sensitivity crite-
ria mentioned in the guideline on bioanalytical method val-
idation of EMA.17,20

3.1.2 | Calibration curve

In order to use calibration standards for calculation, it has
been reported in bioanalytical method validation publica-
tions that the lowest standard should be ±20% of the low-
est standard nominal value, and ±15% of the nominal
standard value of the other standards.17,18 Calibration curve
r2 values of S‐CT and its metabolites during the validation
period are given in Table 2 (Figure 3). The results met the
criteria reported in bioanalytical method validation publica-
tions (the mean value of concentrations outside the LOQ
(QC1) should be within ±15% of the nominal value, and
this value should be within ±20% for the LOQ (QC1)).17,18

3.1.3 | Accuracy and precision

As a result of the analysis, it was found that the mean
accuracy value of the quality control samples at LOQ level
was within ±20% of the nominal value and the mean accu-
racy value of QCs samples at other concentrations was
within ±15% of the nominal value and the CV % values
were found to be less than 15 (see Table 2). The results of
the study met accuracy and precision criteria for bioanalyti-
cal method validation (the mean value of concentrations
outside the LOQ (QC1) should be within ±15% of the
nominal value, and this value should be within ±20% for
the LOQ (QC1)).17,21

3.1.4 | Matrix effect

Recovery term is not mentioned in the EMA guideline due
to the fact that recovery is implicitly demonstrated when
the accuracy, precision and linearity of the bioanalytical
method fulfil the acceptance criteria. Therefore, the matrix
effect parameter specified in EMA has been worked. For
the matrix effect study, low (QC2) and high (QC5) quality
control samples were prepared either in plasma or methanol
(6 samples for each preparation). 500 μL from each prepa-
ration was taken for the following preparation. 100 μL of

IS and 400 μL of cold acetonitrile were added to these
samples, vortexed for 30 seconds and centrifuged at
16 162 × g for 8 minutes. Five μL of the supernatant part
was injected into the analytical system. For the matrix
effect calculation, the analyte matrix factor (MF) was found
through first proportioning the analyte peak area in the
plasma to the peak area in methanol (absence of matrix).
The IS matrix factor of desipramine was then calculated
using the same calculation process. Finally, by dividing the
MF of the analytes to the mean MF of the IS, normalized
IS MF was found. In the low‐concentration QCs samples,
the normalized IS MF values in plasma for S‐CT, S‐DCT
and S‐DDCT were 1.35, 1.14 and 0.93, respectively. For
high‐concentration quality control samples, normalized IS
MF values in the plasma for S‐CT, S‐DCT and S‐DDCT
were 1.28, 1.20 and 1.02, respectively. In the plasma, the
normalized IS MF CV was found to be <15% and found
to be within the acceptance limits stated in the bioanalytical
method validation publications.17,19

3.1.5 | Stability

In plasma samples, autosampler stability, short time at
room temperature and thaw‐freeze stability were studied.
Six samples from both low‐ and high‐concentration QC
samples left in autosampler for 24 hours, six samples from
both low‐ and high‐concentration QC samples left at room
temperature for 24 hours and six samples from both low‐
concentration and high‐concentration QC samples, which
were thawed and frozen, were studied with freshly prepared
calibration standards on the calibration curve. The devia-
tions of QCs from the nominal concentration were within
±15%.

The results met the criteria reported in bioanalytical
method validation publications (the mean value of QC con-
centrations should be within ±15% of the nominal
value17,18).

3.2 | Sample analysis

The level of S‐CT and its metabolites in plasma samples of
30 psychiatric patients taking 20 mg S‐CT was studied by
this validated method. As a result of the analysis, the mean
values of S‐CT, S‐DCT and S‐DDCT in plasma of patients
were 27.59, 85.52 and 44.30 ng/mL, respectively (Table 3).

4 | DISCUSSION

Escitalopram (S‐CT) is a serotonin reuptake inhibitor fre-
quently used in the treatment of major depression at a wide
range of ages.7,22 S‐CT increases serotonin levels in the
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FIGURE 3 Evaluation of calibration curves of analytes in plasma (A, S‐CT (r2:0.9916), B, S‐DCT (r2: 0.9929), C, S‐DDCT (r2: 0.9980))
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TABLE 3 Analysis results of 30 patients by LC‐MS/MS

Patient Molecule

Daily
dose
(mg/d)

Therapeutic
range in plasma
(ng/mL)

Expected plasma concentration
under medication with a given
dosea (ng/mL) (low‐high)

Time
after last
dose (h)

Plasma
concentration
(ng/mL)

Metabolic ratio in
plasma (MR)

S‐CT/S‐DCT
S‐DCT/S‐
DDCT

1 S‐CT 20 15‐80 11.6‐30.8 12 13.40 0.07 1.26

S‐DCT 198.04

S‐DDCT 156.91

2 S‐CT 20 15‐80 11.6‐30.8 12 19.16 0.23 5.43

S‐DCT 85.24

S‐DDCT 15.70

3 S‐CT 20 15‐80 11.6‐30.8 12 32.28 0.29 2.73

S‐DCT 112.78

S‐DDCT 41.33

4 S‐CT 20 15‐80 11.6‐30.8 12 35.87 0.27 4.18

S‐DCT 133.83

S‐DDCT 32.04

5 S‐CT 20 15‐80 11.6‐30.8 12 23.90 0.25 1.66

S‐DCT 95.04

S‐DDCT 57.43

6 S‐CT 20 15‐80 11.6‐30.8 12 49.32 0.47 3.88

S‐DCT 104.88

S‐DDCT 27.06

7 S‐CT 20 15‐80 11.6‐30.8 12 16.83 0.34 1.00

S‐DCT 49.85

S‐DDCT 49.69

8 S‐CT 20 15‐80 11.6‐30.8 12 0.95 0.04 0.96

S‐DCT 27.11

S‐DDCT 28.27

9 S‐CT 20 15‐80 11.6‐30.8 12 31.58 0.33 3.11

S‐DCT 95.27

S‐DDCT 30.64

10 S‐CT 20 15‐80 11.6‐30.8 12 22.81 0.19 9.08

S‐DCT 122.95

S‐DDCT 13.54

11 S‐CT 20 15‐80 11.6‐30.8 12 9.66 0.08 1.40

S‐DCT 119.74

S‐DDCT 85.55

12 S‐CT 20 15‐80 11.6‐30.8 12 15.23 0.13 0.98

S‐DCT 117.19

S‐DDCT 119.15

13 S‐CT 20 15‐80 11.6‐30.8 12 12.26 0.17 0.72

S‐DCT 73.344

S‐DDCT 102.39

(Continues)
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TABLE 3 (Continued)

Patient Molecule

Daily
dose
(mg/d)

Therapeutic
range in plasma
(ng/mL)

Expected plasma concentration
under medication with a given
dosea (ng/mL) (low‐high)

Time
after last
dose (h)

Plasma
concentration
(ng/mL)

Metabolic ratio in
plasma (MR)

S‐CT/S‐DCT
S‐DCT/S‐
DDCT

14 S‐CT 20 15‐80 11.6‐30.8 12 55.25 1.43 11.95

S‐DCT 38.52

S‐DDCT 3.22

15 S‐CT 20 15‐80 11.6‐30.8 12 27.38 0.36 1.16

S‐DCT 77.16

S‐DDCT 66.32

16 S‐CT 20 15‐80 11.6‐30.8 12 27.17 0.35 1.20

S‐DCT 77.42

S‐DDCT 64.81

17 S‐CT 20 15‐80 11.6‐30.8 12 63.36 1.08 3.48

S‐DCT 58.80

S‐DDCT 16.91

18 S‐CT 20 15‐80 11.6‐30.8 12 37.28 0.37 4.66

S‐DCT 100.13

S‐DDCT 21.49

19 S‐CT 20 15‐80 11.6‐30.8 12 40.94 0.34 2.58

S‐DCT 122.14

S‐DDCT 47.39

20 S‐CT 20 15‐80 11.6‐30.8 12 26.39 0.33 3.99

S‐DCT 80.50

S‐DDCT 20.18

21 S‐CT 20 15‐80 11.6‐30.8 12 29.71 0.30 4.61

S‐DCT 98.49

S‐DDCT 21.39

22 S‐CT 20 15‐80 11.6‐30.8 12 20.95 0.32 1.53

S‐DCT 66.52

S‐DDCT 43.50

23 S‐CT 20 15‐80 11.6‐30.8 12 20.91 0.32 1.53

S‐DCT 65.71

S‐DDCT 42.85

24 S‐CT 20 15‐80 11.6‐30.8 12 38.21 0.45 2.02

S‐DCT 85.06

S‐DDCT 42.14

25 S‐CT 20 15‐80 11.6‐30.8 12 14.89 0.12 1.54

S‐DCT 124.96

S‐DDCT 81.08

26 S‐CT 20 15‐80 11.6‐30.8 12 2.93 0.19 0.86

S‐DCT 15.81

S‐DDCT 18.34

(Continues)
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presynaptic area by inhibiting serotonin transporter proteins
in the brain.23 The therapeutic drug range is reported to be
15‐80 ng/mL in plasma.10 Although S‐CT has not been
associated with arrhythmia in the therapeutic drug range, it
has been reported that high or toxic plasma S‐CT levels
have been associated with QT prolongation.24 It is known
that when the individual factors such as age, sex and drug
interactions affect the plasma drug level differently (above
or below expected), the physician can more easily adjust
the amount of daily oral dosing by following the drug
plasma level of patients with TDM.25 However, for an
effective TDM, it has been reported that primarily the
method chosen for drug analysis should be useful and sen-
sitive.15,26 It has been seen that some factors such as sensi-
tivity of the equipment used in TDM analysis, ease of the
bioanalytical method, duration of sample preparation, accu-
racy and selectivity of the method as well as duration of
the analysis determine the reliability of the selected method
for routine analysis. In our study, assay of S‐CT and its
metabolites (S‐DCT, S‐DDCT) in human plasma was anal-
ysed accurately and sensitively by this validated method.
When looking at the quantitative analysis methods for these
molecules in a study conducted in 2005, we found that
these molecules were analysed with GC/MS.7.It has been

seen that the length of sample preparation in that reference
draws attention.27 In our study, on the other hand, it was
seen that the direct injection after protein precipitation
shortened the sample preparation time.

In another study, only the S‐CT level was analysed in
the plasma with LC‐MS/MS.10 In our study, however, the
levels of S‐CT and its metabolites in plasma samples were
sensitively analysed simultaneously with this validated
method.

In another study, drug analysis was performed using
whole blood with LC‐MS/MS. It was seen that the duration
of sample preparation in the publication was longer than in
our study.21

When the results of our study are scrutinized, it can be
seen that in this validated method, the standard areas at the
LOQ level prepared in the plasma can be easily separated
from the interferences in the blank samples (Figures 1 and
2) and the sensitivity of the method, the accuracy and pre-
cision values could meet the required criteria,5 and thus,
the accuracy and precision of the method has been pro-
ven.17 Also, it is considered that the method validated in
routine use may be useful for the analysis of plasma quan-
tification of S‐CT and its metabolites co‐occurringly as an
alternative to the methods in the literature due to the fact

TABLE 3 (Continued)

Patient Molecule

Daily
dose
(mg/d)

Therapeutic
range in plasma
(ng/mL)

Expected plasma concentration
under medication with a given
dosea (ng/mL) (low‐high)

Time
after last
dose (h)

Plasma
concentration
(ng/mL)

Metabolic ratio in
plasma (MR)

S‐CT/S‐DCT
S‐DCT/S‐
DDCT

27 S‐CT 20 15‐80 11.6‐30.8 12 48.74 1.02 3.69

S‐DCT 47.82

S‐DDCT 12.94

28 S‐CT 20 15‐80 11.6‐30.8 12 7.35 1.28 20.25

S‐DCT 5.74

S‐DDCT 0.28

29 S‐CT 20 15‐80 11.6‐30.8 12 25.54 0.36 2.39

S‐DCT 70.17

S‐DDCT 29.35

30 S‐CT 20 15‐80 11.6‐30.8 12 57.48 0.60 2.57

S‐DCT 95.53

S‐DDCT 37.16

Mean S‐CT 27.59 0.40 3.55

S‐DCT 85.52

S‐DDCT 44.30

SD S‐CT 16.05 0.35 4.01

S‐DCT 39.31

S‐DDCT 35.45

a(C/D low and C/D high) for calculation of dose‐related plasma escitalopram concentrations (C/D): 0.58‐1.54).9
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that the duration of sample preparation and analysis of this
validated method are shorter than published methods.

In the publication of Hiemke et al (2011), the expected
drug concentration/related dose ratio (C/D (ng/mL/mg)) in
the plasma for many psychotropic drugs, taking into
account the daily dose of psychotropic drug whose pharma-
cokinetic parameters are known (eg, total clearance,
bioavailability), was given in minimum and maximum
intervals.5,9 The C/D range for S‐CT was reported to be
0.58‐1.54 ng/mL/mg.9 When this ratio is taken into consid-
eration, the expected S‐CT concentration range for the
20 mg S‐CT in plasma can be calculated as 11.6‐30.8 ng/
mL. In our study, the mean plasma S‐CT concentration of
30 patients taking 20 mg S‐CT was found to be 27.59 ng/
mL. The mean S‐CT plasma concentration obtained from
our study was found to be within the expected S‐CT
plasma level range (11.6‐30.8 ng/mL) as reported by
Hiemke et al (Table 3).

In publications involving TDM studies, it has been
reported that the plasma concentrations of drugs and
metabolites can be used to calculate the metabolic ratio
(MR) of drugs and metabolites.9,28,29 Knowledge of the MR
of the drug and its metabolite has been thought to provide
information about the activity of the enzyme involved in that
metabolic pathway in the biotransformation of the drug.9,29

The publications have included criteria, which were devel-
oped from MR of drugs such as risperidone and venlafaxine,
and it has also been mentioned that an assessment of the
enzyme activities involved in the biotransformation of these
drugs can be made. For example, risperidone is metabolized
to 9‐OH risperidone (paliperidone) by the CYP2D6 enzyme.
It has been reported that the risperidone/paliperidone MR in
plasma may provide insight regarding the activity of the
CYP2D6 pathway (poor, extensive, rapid metabolizer) of
patients.9,29 Similarly, venlafaxine is metabolized to the O‐
desmethylvenlafaxine by the CYP2D6 enzyme. Venlafaxine
and O‐desmethylvenlafaxine MR have also been reported to
provide insight into the activity of the CYP2D6 pathway
(poor, extensive, rapid metabolizer).29,30 In our study, with
the method validated, MR of the drugs and metabolites in
plasma was calculated by analysing the S‐CT and its
metabolites co‐occurringly (Table 3). The mean S‐DCT and
S‐DDCT concentrations of the 30 patients with mean plasma
S‐CT concentration of 27.59 ng/mL were 85.52 ng/mL and
44.30 ng/mL, respectively. The mean S‐CT/S‐DCT MR of
the S‐CT, metabolized to the S‐DCT by the CYP2C19
enzyme as the major pathway, was calculated to be 0.40
(Table 3). The mean S‐DCT/S‐DDCT MR of S‐DCT metab-
olized to the S‐DDCT by the CYP2D6 enzyme was calcu-
lated to be 3.55 (Table 3). It was determined that the MR in
our study was different from those of some studies.31 In a
study published in 2007 by Reis et al31, the blood level of
S‐CT and its metabolites was monitored by HPLC/FL in

serum samples of 155 Swedish patients with an average age
of 51 years using S‐CT. At the end of the study, the S‐DCT
and S‐DDCT ratios in the serum samples of these persons
were determined as 60% and 9% of the main substance (S‐
CT), respectively.31 In our study, by using LC‐MS/MS, the
mean concentration of S‐CT metabolites (S‐DCT and S‐
DDCT) in plasma samples of 30 Turkish patients with an
average age of 39 years using S‐CT was found higher than
the mean concentration of S‐CT. Having a younger sample
group in our study and genetic differences might have
caused the differences in analytical results by affecting the
rate of S‐CT metabolism.32,33 Moreover, it is thought that
the method differences used in the study may be influential
on the differences in the analytical results. The fact that LC‐
MS/MS devices have high sensitivity, selectivity and speci-
ficity, as well as high response values for each molecule,
makes it widely used in drug analysis worldwide.34 When
the methods developed using LC‐MS/MS in studies of S‐CT
bioequivalence and TDM analysis and the method validated
in our studies are compared, it has been determined that the
sample preparation period or molecular type analysed is dif-
ferent from the literature. For example, Ansermot et al35

(2009) reported that the sample preparation procedure was
performed by solid phase extraction (SPE) in the method
developed for the TDM analysis of SSRI group drugs in
plasma. Furthermore, in the same study, it was observed that
S‐DDCT was not analysed in the developed method. In our
study, however, S‐CT, S‐DCT and S‐DDCT molecules can
be analysed in a short time by protein precipitation method.

Sing et al (2004) and Muñoz et al (2015) developed a
method using LC‐MS/MS for the bioequivalence study of S‐
CT.36,37 Although the sample preparation part of those meth-
ods is similar to our study, these studies did not include an
analysis of the metabolites of S‐CT. However, in our study,
a method was developed in which the analysis of drugs and
metabolites can be performed at the same time.

Our study demonstrates that the method we have devel-
oped using LC‐MS/MS meets the criteria specified in the
relevant publications in terms of selectivity, accuracy and
matrix effect values, which shows that a valid and reliable
analysis of S‐CT and its metabolites in plasma could be
studied by using this validated method. Therefore, when
the results obtained from our study are evaluated, it is con-
sidered that our study has originality due to the differences
in method, sampling and analysis results.

5 | CONCLUSION

It is considered that the method developed and validated
for the quantitative analysis of S‐CT and its metabolites
in human plasma samples may contribute to the literature
on account of its sensitive and easy application. Thus,
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follow‐up of the drug level in plasma samples will allow
the physician an easier adjustment for the perfect dosage
of the drug. In addition, it is thought that using the data
obtained from our study, the physicians will be able to
contribute to individual drug therapy. It is suggested that
the association between MR and cytochrome P450
enzyme activities of S‐CT and its metabolites in patients
with different phenotypes can be assessed by performing
a further study using this validated analytical method on
a large number of patients with known cytochrome p450
enzyme genotypes.
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